I. Mechanic’s Lien Basics

Unpaid providers of services, labor, materials, fixtures and equipment used in the construction of improvements to real property in Arizona have the opportunity to secure payment through imposition of a mechanics’ lien on the improved property. Mechanics’ liens are creatures of statute that are available only on private construction projects, and which are granted preferential rights over certain other encumbrances. A perfected mechanics’ lien can be foreclosed on, compelling the sale of the improved property to fund payment to lienholders.

A payment bond may be substituted for the lien right. Lien claims should be processed with care as property owners can sue for damages resulting from the recording of an invalid mechanics’ lien.

Arizona law also provides for stop notices to the project owner or the construction lender that can tie up project funds until the claimant is paid. As with mechanics’ liens, stop notices apply only to private projects.

A. Requirements

Mechanics’ liens may be obtained against owner-occupied dwellings only where the lien claimant contracts in writing directly with the owner-occupant.

To impose a mechanics’ lien, the lienor must:

1. Have a written contract with the owner, or with an architect/engineer or general contractor who has an agreement with the owner, or for mechanics’ liens against owner-occupied dwellings, have a written agreement directly with the owner-occupant;

2. Have a contracting license where required, or registration, in the case of an architect or engineer; and

3. Timely comply with the statutes requiring a preliminary 20-day notice and proof of service.
The format for the pre-lien notice is prescribed by statute. The pre-lien notice must be given no later than 20 days after beginning work or supplying materials or equipment. If more than 20 days passes, a pre-lien notice can still be given to secure payment for services, materials or equipment provided to the site during the past 20 days and thereafter. Owners receiving a 20-day pre-lien notice should require waivers from all noticing parties before paying their contractor.

Arizona statutes prescribe the format for proof of mailing of a preliminary 20-day notice and to substantiate its receipt. If the recipient does not return the acknowledgement, proof of mailing may be made by affidavit.

A stop notice claimant must comply with the 20-day pre-lien notice statute, and serve the stop notice by the statutory deadlines for notices and claims of lien.

**B. Enforcement and Foreclosure**

To enforce a mechanics’ lien, a notice and claim of lien must be timely recorded and served. The deadline for recording, and the format and contents of the notice and claim of lien, are given in the authorizing statute. An owner can shorten the time for filing a notice and claim of lien from 120 to 60 days by serving and recording a notice of completion, in the format prescribed by statute. After the lien is perfected, title to the property can be cleared by substituting a bond for the lien.

A recorded notice and claim of mechanics’ lien is good for six months, after which the lienor loses the right to file an action to foreclose the lien. When a foreclosure action is filed, a *lis pendens* must also be timely recorded.

Contractors must defend lien foreclosure actions brought by claimants “beneath” them (i.e., the general contractor must defend lien claims by subcontractors; subcontractors must defend lien claims by materials or sub-subcontractors, etc.).

**C. Ability to Waive and Limitations on Lien Rights**

The pre-lien notice must give an estimated value of the claim and a general description of what is to be supplied to the property. If the lien is to be perfected, the actual price of the services or materials or equipment supplied may not exceed the estimate by more than 20 percent. If there is a change during the project that will increase the price by more than 20 percent, a new pre-lien notice should be served. The 20 percent rule was recently extended to 30 percent for “construction projects for which labor, professional services, materials, machinery, fixtures or tools are first commenced to be furnished from and after December 31, 2019.” Thus, the 30 percent rule applies to new construction, but the old 20 percent rule still applies to construction projects that began before December 31, 2019.

Arizona statutes prescribe the forms for waivers and releases of lien rights.

**II. Public Project Claims**
Construction of state and local projects is governed by Ariz. Rev. Stat. Title 34. Indemnity provisions in contracts for construction or design of state and local improvement projects are limited by statute. Contracts for construction of state and local projects may not call for application of the laws of other states.

A. State and Local Public Work

Payments for construction of state and local projects are, by statute, required to be secured by surety bonds.

i. Notices and Enforcement

The timing of progress payments is statutorily directed. Enforcement of a right to payment from a bond issued for a state or local project is governed by statute.

B. Claims to Public Funds

Not applicable; see above.

i. Notices and Enforcement

Not applicable; see above.

III. Statutes of Limitation and Repose

A. Statutes of Limitation and Limitations on Application of Statutes

General statutes of limitation that may apply to construction-related lawsuits are the six-year limitations period for breach of contract claims and the two-year limitations period for tort-based property damage claims. The four-year statute of limitations under the Arizona Uniform Commercial Code may apply to claims concerning defective materials. Statutes of Limitations do not usually apply in suits by governmental entities.

B. Statutes of Repose and Limitations on Application of Statutes

The statute of repose for economic losses resulting from construction defects bars contract actions against developers, builders, designers and the like eight years from the project’s substantial completion (defined in the statute), unless injury to real property or an improvement to real property or a latent defect is discovered in the eighth year, in which case, suit may be filed one year from such date. In any event, the statute of repose bars all contract actions against developers, builders, designers, and the like nine years from the project’s substantial completion. The statute of repose applies only to contract and implied warranty actions, and not, for instance, to tort or common law indemnity actions. Where there is contractual privity between the plaintiff and defendant, the claimant is limited to contract remedies, unless the contract expressly reserves tort remedies for purely economic losses. There is a question as to whether tort remedies can be pursued in a case involving both
economic and noneconomic losses, even where economic losses predominate. Although Statutes of Limitation do not usually apply in suits by governmental entities, the Statute of Repose has been found to apply to governmental entities.

IV. Pre-suit Notice of Claim and Opportunity to Cure

Arizona requires prior notice of a lawsuit “arising out of or related to the design, construction, condition or sale” of a dwelling. A prospective defendant must respond to the owner of a dwelling’s notice within 50 days. Within 10 days of receiving such response from the prospective defendant, the owner must provide the prospective defendant and all of the prospective defendant’s “construction professionals” access to the property for inspection. Within 60 days of receiving the notice, the prospective defendant must make a good faith response and offer to repair or pay compensation. The owner may then accept or reject the offer. If the owner accepts all or part of the prospective defendants proposed repairs, the parties must make reasonable efforts to ensure that such repairs begin the later of 35 days after the prospective defendant makes its offer or 10 days after receipt of the permit for such work.

In 2015, the Arizona legislature repealed the statute (Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-1364) that previously had provided for an award of attorneys’ and expert fees to the successful party in a “dwelling action.” In 2019, in a compromise between the plaintiff’s bar and the general contractor’s lobbyists, the Arizona legislature reinstituted an amended Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-1364. In exchange, if the prospective defendant has complied with its requirements under the Purchaser Dwelling Act, the Act now tolls the statutes of limitation and repose from the date that the prospective defendant receives the owner’s original notice until nine months after a Complaint is filed.

V. Insurance Coverage and Allocation Issues

A. General Coverage Issues

Construction project participants may have claims brought against them under an indemnification theory, either under an express contractual provision, or under a common law implied indemnification theory. It is important that contractors obtain insurance that is commensurate with their express or implied undertakings, including express provisions for indemnification, or indemnification liability that may be imposed by law.

Most Commercial General Liability (CGL) insurers do not cover the cost to repair bad work by the insured. However, Arizona courts have held that a contractual liability exclusion in a CGL policy will not preclude coverage for the insured’s liability to its customers unless the policy very specifically excludes such liability.

For coverage of a claim by typical CGL policies, there must be property damage occurring during the policy period. The subsidiary often-litigated issues are (1) what is “property damage,” and (2) what is an “occurrence”? 
B. Trigger of Coverage

An “occurrence” requires “actual damage.” Issues in defining “occurrence” arise in situations where damage accrues over time. Where damage is ongoing, “the relevant date for coverage purposes is the date the property damage occurs, even if that damage is incremental.” In the event of an “occurrence” with ongoing incremental damage, “insurers must provide coverage for ongoing property damage that occurs during the policy period even if other similar damage preceded that damage.”

C. Allocation Among Insurers

If there are multiple policy periods with different insurers, damages must be allocated to the different policy periods and among the various insurers. The typical approach is to allocate based on time on risk; however, there is very little case law in this area, and at a couple of insurance companies have attempted to argue that all damages must be equally allocated. Where multiple insurers insure the same risk, allocation is made on equitable contribution grounds.

There may be coverage under a policy purchased by the contractor itself, or policies where it is an endorsed additional insured.

VI. Contractual Indemnification

A. Statutory Limitations on the Scope of Contractual Indemnity

By statute, parties to construction contracts on private projects may not agree to indemnify the other for losses resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee; such provisions are void as against public policy. This limitation does not apply to most contracts with governmental bodies. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §32-1159 voids, as against public policy, indemnification provisions for losses resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee, in construction contracts between private parties.

As a part of the 2019 Purchaser Dwelling Act changes, a new statute, Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01, was created. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 applies to private-party construction and architect-engineer dwelling contracts. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 provides:

Notwithstanding Section 32-1159, a covenant, clause or understanding in, collateral to or affecting a construction contract or architect-engineer professional service contract involving a dwelling that purports to insure, to indemnify or to hold harmless the promisee from or against liability for loss or damage is against the public policy of this state and is void only to the extent that it purports to insure, to indemnify or to hold harmless the promisee from or against liability for loss or damage resulting from the negligence of the promisee or the promisee’s indemnities, employees, subcontractors, consultants or agents other than the promisor.
The addition to Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 is an attempt to statutorily overrule the unpublished February 23, 2017 Court of Appeals ruling in the *Amberwood Dev., Inc. v. Swann’s Grading, Inc.* case. In that case, because of the indemnity provision in the subcontract the last-standing grader had to indemnify the general contractor for the fault of the other subcontractors, which arose out of the work of the grader, even though the grader was not at fault for the work of the other subcontractors. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 is an attempt to preclude the general contractor recovering more than the subcontractor’s share of fault in indemnity in a lawsuit involving a dwelling.

B. **No Common Law Indemnity Where There Is Express Indemnity Provision**

Where the parties’ contract includes an express provision for indemnity, there can be no recovery under common law implied indemnity principles.

C. **Limited/Intermediate/Broad Forms of Contractual Indemnity**

In a construction project/injury case, a recent Arizona District Court opinion used the terms “limited,” “intermediate” and “broad” to describe the various types of contractual indemnity, rather than the more frequently used terms, “general” or “specific,” explaining:

Arizona law “permits a party to protect itself contractually by shifting liability for its fault to another via the mechanism of indemnity.” There are three types of indemnities: the “limited form indemnity,” the “intermediate form indemnity,” and the “broad form indemnity.” The limited form indemnity requires the indemnitor to save and hold harmless the indemnitee only for the indemnitor’s own negligence. The intermediate form indemnity requires the indemnitor to indemnify for all liability, excluding that which arises out of the indemnitee’s sole negligence. Finally, the broad form indemnity obligates the indemnitor to save and hold harmless the indemnitee from all liability arising from the project, “regardless of which party’s negligence caused the liability.”

Under the narrow (or limited) form of indemnity, the indemnitor does not have a duty to indemnify in advance of a determination of indemnitor’s fault.

D. **Duty to Defend**

The indemnitor’s duty to defend is broader than the duty to indemnify:

“The duty to defend … is not the same as the duty to indemnify. The duty to defend arises at the earliest stages of litigation and generally exists regardless of whether the insured is ultimately found liable.” In evaluating whether [the carrier] had a duty to defend, the question whether the alleged liability of [the builder] “arose out of” [the subcontractor’s] work must be determined initially from the allegations in the complaint against [the builder] and the facts known at that time. It is possible that the requisite nexus (“arising out of”) could be established for the duty to defend but not for the duty to indemnify. (“[T]he insurer would have the duty to defend a suit alleging facts that, if true, would
give rise to coverage, even though there would ultimately be no obligation to indemnify if the facts giving rise to coverage were not established.”55

However, where a subcontract included a narrow form of indemnity, but did not mention defense, the court found there is no duty to defend in advance of a determination of the indemnitor’s fault.56 The damages for breach of the duty to defend is payment of the indemnity’s defense costs.57

VII. Contingent Payment Agreements

A. Enforceability

Where there is clarity of contract, Arizona courts will enforce “pay when paid” clauses.58 Arizona courts may refuse enforcement where there is evidence of gross mistake, fraud, or error that amount to failure to exercise honest judgment.59

B. Requirements

To enforce a condition precedent that limits recovery to a specific fund, the contract must demonstrate “the parties’ unequivocal intent that the obligation is to be paid out of that fund and not otherwise.”60

VIII. Scope of Damage Recovery

A. Personal Injury Damages vs. Construction Defect Damages

Personal injury damages follow the tort-based model of damages. Damages for construction defects are most frequently contract-based, but Arizona may allow tort theories where the parties are not in privity of contract.61 This area of law is still evolving in Arizona.62

Arizona does not have case law discussing whether emotional distress damages may be recovered in a construction defect case. However, Arizona case law in other areas holds that a tenant with a mold claim may pursue an emotional distress claim,63 while a client with an attorney negligence claim may not recover for negligent infliction of emotional distress, absent harm in the nature of personal injury.64 This case law suggests that only where defective construction has a physical impact on the claimant, would recovery for emotional distress be allowed.

The measure of damage for nonconforming or defective work is the cost to repair or to bring the work into conformance with the contract, EXCEPT where such repair work would result in “economic waste” (i.e., the building would have to be substantially destroyed to completely remedy the defects), in which case, the measure of damage is the difference in market value of the building as designed, less the value as constructed.65

The measure of damages for claims against a material supplier may be governed by the Arizona Uniform Commercial Code.66
In 1984, Arizona enacted a comparative fault regime as part of the Uniform Contribution Among Tortfeasors Act (“UCATA”). UCATA outlawed almost all forms of joint liability in favor of liability based on comparative fault. The jury is charged with finding percentages of fault among all of the parties, including plaintiff, and non-parties at fault.

Allocated fault under UCATA, however, does not apply to breach of contract claims. UCATA’s allocation of fault was found to apply in a strict liability claim brought under Arizona’s product liability statutes, where an under-sink reverse osmosis water filtration system leaked.

An allocation of damages under the narrow form of indemnity must be based on the indemnitor’s relative fault as a cause of alleged damages.

Damages that could have been mitigated by the claimant are not recoverable. The claimant need only exercise reasonable care to mitigate and need not undertake measures that are possible, but extraordinary, or risky or not reasonable to attempt.

Arizona follows the “Spearin doctrine,” under which contractors are not liable for construction defects caused by following inadequate or defective plans.

B. Attorney’s Fees Shifting and Limitations on Recovery

The “successful party” on a claim arising out of contract is eligible for a discretionary award of attorneys’ fees. Recovery of attorneys’ fees is mandatory where a contract between the parties provides for recovery of attorneys’ fees and costs.

C. Consequential Damages

Consequential damages are recoverable in the context of construction claims if such damages are a foreseeable result of a breach of duty. The economic loss rule includes recovery of “consequential damages such as lost profits.”

D. Delay and Disruption Damages

With respect to public construction projects, by statute, the construction contract must provide for negotiations for payment to the contractor for delay damages. With respect to private projects damages caused by delay or disruption are a species of consequential damages. The terms of the contract may govern the recoverability of such damages.

E. Economic Loss Doctrine

Where there is contractual privity and the contract does not preserve tort remedies for economic losses, a claimant’s redress for economic loss is limited to an action on the contract. This doctrine applies only where there is actual contract privity between the plaintiff and the defendant.
F. Interest

Only liquidated claims accrue prejudgment interest. A liquidated claim is one capable of ascertainment and calculation without resort to expert opinion. Accrual of prejudgment interest on a liquidated claim begins only after the initial demand for claimant of the liquidated claim.

G. Punitive Damages

It would be a rare construction case where punitive damages would be recoverable, which require clear and convincing evidence of aggravated, outrageous, evil-minded conduct.

H. Liquidated Damages

Contractual provisions for liquidated damages are enforceable when the claimant meets its burden of proving a breach of contract permitting the recovery.

I. Other Damage Limitations

An owner may not recover damages from a contractor where the contractor encounters hazardous substances requiring removal and causing interruption of the work. Where the cost of repair measure of damages would result in economic waste, damages may be calculated as the value of the improvements as designed, less their value as constructed.

IX. Case Law and Legislative Update

The 20-percent lien rule, in which a lien was still valid as long as the total amount billed did not exceed 20-percent of the original notice of lien was recently extended to 30-percent for “construction projects for which labor, professional services, materials, machinery, fixtures or tools are first commenced to be furnished from and after December 31, 2019.” Thus, the 30-percent rule applies to new construction, but the old 20-percent rule still applies to construction projects that began before December 31, 2019.

In 2019, the Arizona legislature revised the Act governing Purchaser Dwelling Actions. The changes include the deadline that a prospective defendant has to respond to the owner, scheduling and access at inspections, and general deadlines about the owner’s acceptance or partial acceptance of an offer. The 2019 changes also reinstituted an amended Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-1364. In exchange, if the prospective defendant has complied with its requirements under the Purchaser Dwelling Act, the Act now tolls the statutes of limitation and repose from the date that the prospective defendant receives the owner’s original notice until nine months after a Complaint is filed.

As a part of the 2019 Purchaser Dwelling Act changes, a new statute, Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01, was created. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 applies to private-party construction and architect-engineer dwelling contracts. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 provides:
Notwithstanding Section 32-1159, a covenant, clause or understanding in, collateral to or affecting a construction contract or architect-engineer professional service contract involving a dwelling that purports to insure, to indemnify or to hold harmless the promisee from or against liability for loss or damage is against the public policy of this state and is void only to the extent that it purports to insure, to indemnify or to hold harmless the promisee from or against liability for loss or damage resulting from the negligence of the promisee or the promisee’s indemnities, employees, subcontractors, consultants or agents other than the promisor.

The addition to Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 is an attempt to statutorily overrule the unpublished February 23, 2017 Court of Appeals ruling in the Amberwood Dev., Inc. v. Swann’s Grading, Inc. case. In that case, because of the indemnity provision in the subcontract the last-standing grader had to indemnify the general contractor for the fault of the other subcontractors, which arose out of the work of the grader, even though the grader was not at fault for the other subcontractors’ work. Ariz. Rev. Stat. §1159.01 is an attempt to preclude the general contractor recovering more than the subcontractor’s share of fault in indemnity in a lawsuit involving a dwelling.

In 2018, the Arizona Supreme Court declined to expand implied indemnity to include an indemnitee’s right to recover indemnity from an indemnitor via Restatement (First) of Restitution §78.

In 2019, Division 1 of the Arizona Court of Appeals determined that general contractors are not “sellers” of undisputedly defective plumbing products, pursuant to Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-681(9). Therefore, general contractors cannot recover indemnity from a plumbing manufacturer for its undisputedly defective plumbing products under Ariz. Rev. Stat. §12-681 et seq.
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